
Shamanic
Tantra

Glasgow  •  March 16 - 18, 2012

with

Kenneth Ray Stubbs, PhD
Shamanic Tantra — Develop shamanic abilities to energetically become “One” with an-
other and intensify your sexual experience. This course is for couples and individuals. There is 
no nudity or explicit sex.

CONTACT:    Gillian Alexander  •  07913 906 343   •   gillian@sacred-touch.co.uk

( MORE INFO - next page )

If we wish to understand tantra, we must know energy.
If we wish to understand shamanism, we must know energy.

If we wish to understand orgasm, we must know energy.
If we wish to understand God/Source/Goddess, we must know energy.



SHAMANIC TANTRA
in

Scotland
with Kenneth Ray Stubbs, PhD

(Ray will teach this course via SKYPE from Tucson, Arizona)

DATES:  March 16 -18, 2012    
  Friday:  6:30-9:30 pm,   Saturday & Sunday: 3:00 pm - 10:30 pm
LOCATION:  Prestwick, Scotland

~~~~~

Sexual desire and orgasm are all about energy. In Shamanic Tantra you will learn:

-  Nine shamanic practices to intensify your energies and your sexual experience.
-  How to energetically merge with, or become “One” with, another person.
-  How to develop and train your energy to function in similar ways shamans use.
-  Gain an understanding of our energetic anatomy and the different types of orgasm.
-  Experience a deep sense of Oneness with all Beings.

There is no nudity or explicit sex. Also, this class does not perform or teach traditional Native 
American ceremonies.

~~~~~
Kenneth Ray Stubbs, Ph.D.

Ray came to understand energy from Native American medicine people, or shamans. 
While in ceremony with them and after receiving their healings, he sensed something deeper 
was happening energetically than in most of the somatic and psychological modalities he had 
already experienced. As Ray developed his own abilities to perceive energies, he realized that 
the medicine people were literally able to radiate, expand, extend, and resonate their energies 
with him.

Ray is the creator of the recently released Shaman Cards. Subtitled Ceremonies for Energy and 
Wisdom, they provide a set of ceremonies for individuals to deepen their spiritual development. 
He also produced the teaching documentary Path of the Sexual Shaman and is the author of The 
Essential Tantra.

On a shamanic path for over two decades, Ray is a 13-year SunDancer and has been greatly 
influenced by Tibetan Buddhism. Via Skype, he now gives individual sessions and trainings on 
energy, sexuality, and shamanism.

For more about Ray, see www.SexualShaman.com

~~~~~
Cost: £240 per person  -  £450 per two people booking together

If full payment received by 26 February: £200/person  -  £370/two people booking together
(£50/person discount if pay for both this and the Fundamentals of Shamanism

class on 3rd and 4th March)

CONTACT:   Gillian Alexander  •  07913 906 343   •   gillian@sacred-touch.co.uk

www.SexualShaman.com

